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                                     Abstract

   The paper, at first deals with an anaiysis of public opinion about the introduction of soft energy

as the energy for home use, next ma!<es a rnodel of the household energy based on it and makes

a scenario analysis of the effect, given by public opinion about the introduction upon the regional

energy.

   The main result is that the reduction rate of household energy will be over 80% under tlie

infiuence of introducing soft energy, and the expenses will be smaller with the present rising rate

of energy costs, when the farmers have high possibility of energy conser"ation by means of the

improvementsoEresidentialhousesandthewideuseofadiabaticmaterials. '･ ･
                                                              tt
Key Words: Regional Energy, Public opinion, Latent class analysis, Scenario analysis.

1. Illtreductioil

    As has been considered in the previous paper, it becomes clear that the utili-

zation of the soft energy used in the Tokachi region can be useful in this area,

especially in farming area. In order to make use of these investigations, therefore,

it is necessary to analyze the regional energy demand with the consideration of

publlc opinion with making clear the possibility of the soft energy utilization..

    This paper, with an example of a farming area in Tokachi, at first deals with

an analysis of public opinion about the introcluction of soft energy as tke efiergy

for home use, next makes a model of the household energy based on it and makes

a scenario analysis of the effect, given by public opinion about the introduction

upon the regionai energy, and then considers the possibility of utliizing effectively

regional energy in the future. ,
2. The Investigated Region and the Regional Energy

    Otofuke-cho, Shimizu-cho, Sarabetsu-mura are the obiects of the survey of

public oplnion, and as Otofuke is in the midd!e of the plaiR of Tokachi, Shimizu

t
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in the outskirts of the west, Sarabetsu in the southwest of the middle.

    Otofuke is the iargest town of the 19 towns of Tokachi. Recently, it has

turned to be a bedroom town of the city named Obihiro, and its population is

growing rapldly, so the pure farming area ls changing greatly. The population

increases from 24,118 in 1970 to 31,135 in l980. It is because the KiRo section

in the south has grown into a bedroom town of Obihiro, and at the same time,

a rate of the farming household is decreasing fyom 28% in 1970 to 14% in 1980.

In the case of stock raising, the total numl)er of milchs and beef catt}es in 1980

is ll,458, and the number in each house increases rapidly from 9 in 1970 to 33

in 1980.

    People at Shimizu decrease from 16,162 in 1970 to 13,352 in 1980, but re-

cently the reduction rates becomes slower. A rate of farming household does

not decxease so rapidly as that of Otofuke, and changes from 27% in 1970 to
21% in 1980. The total number of milchs and beef cattles is 19,402 in 1980, and

the number of cows per house increases from 11 in 1970 to 36 in 1980.

    At Sarabetsu, the population decreases rapidly from 4,324 in i970 to 3,624 in

1980, but recently the reduction rates become slower. The village is the pure

farming viilage, and the rate of farm houses in 1970 is 48%, aRd that iR 1980 is

40%. The total number of milchs and beef cattles in 1980 is 8,550, and the number

per house lncreases from 12 in 1970 to 79 in i980, showing a more rapid increase

than in Otofuke or Shimizu.

    The future rates of farm houses in this area can be estimated as follows.

At Otofuke, it will decrease from 14% in 1980 to 6% in 1990, at Shimizu, from

21% to 16%, but at Sarabetsu, it will increase slightly from 40% in 1980 to 44%

in 1990, and will show the highest rate.

    The distribution ratio of the regioital energy of the investigated area is as

shown in Figure 1. It shows that the energy demand rate for home use is 40.9%

high at Otofuke, 33.3% at Shimizu, aRd 40.2%' at Sarabetsu. Ii[ere, the energy

`for industry use' almost means the energy `for farming'.

    The kiRds of soft energy which farmers can use are for example, solar energy,

wastes of iivestock, and power of wind.

    In the case of the introduction of solar energy, it is possible to heat rooms

and water in winter, because hours of sunlight per year at Otofuke, Sarabetsu, and

Shimizu are 2,400-2,600, 2,600 and 2,200-2,400, and moreover the hours of suniight

in winter are ionger than that in summer. The introduction of soft energy given

by the wastes of iivestock is suitable in this area because the number of livestock

is great. In this case, there are two possible ways of fermenting methane: the

way at the medium temperature of 300C-35eC, and the way at the high temperature

of 500C-55eC, and the fermenting way at the medium temperature is more useful

for the energy conservation, because the way at the high temperature needs more

calorie consumptions.

    The utilization of wind power as the soft energy is not useful, for the wind

is Rot strong in this area.
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            Figure 1. The clistribution ratio of the regional energy in 1980.

3. An analysis of the Survey of Public Opinion

    We conducted the survey of public opinions toward farming household in
Otofuke, Shimizu and Sarabetsu. This is the survey of farmars' interest and con-

cern, and uti}izing two kinds of soft energy: sun energy and waste materials, their

valuation of the validity and their will of £he introduction. From its result, we
estimate the rate of introductioft of soft energy at every changing stage of energy

costs. Further, we investigate the practice of saving eneygy, the coRsciousRess of

social behavior, and the degree of contentment with energy informations.

    The ways of analysis are latent class analysis concerning region, age, cultivated

acreage, and the number of byeeding livestock, simple counting, and cross counting.

Latent class analysis

    Latent class analysis finds an estimated probability of aflirmative and negative

class by consulting the attributes of farmars' interest and conceyR in soft energy,

their valuation and their will o{ introduction. The way of aRalysis is as fol}ows.
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   [zi: Latent quantity which shows a reaction pattern of a group (i=1, 2, ･･･, m)

    vi: Each probability of latent space xi,･･･,xm･(IIX

   r,S: The probability that an item with latent quantity x. reacts with the attrib

        ute r,t=l rr: i-::P, (ri=::1Ix.) (a=1, 2, ･･`, m, i--1, 2, ･･･, k)

The probability Pt that the attribute rt reacts with the whole Xrm 1 is as follows.

             ']ll,

            a=,1

The probability that latent quantity x. reacts with an item both with an attribute

ri=1 and with rj--1 is as follows.

        rrSj--)l'r(ri=1,rj=llx.), (i,J'=1,2,'''k) (2)
Accordingly, the probability that the attribute rt aRd rj react with the whoie X=:1

is as follows.

             '71t        .Pij--EvaTy･rty･ (i,1'--1,2,･･･fe) (3)
             a'=1

Similarly,

                                 '
              111        P,ijk=Evarrg･rrszz (i,]',fe=1,-･･k) (4)
              a;=1

The structure of the data is made clear by making a model from the results of

              71t(1), (3), (4) and : v":=1, and by estimating the latent parameter v", zg･ (i=1, 2,･･･k,
              a='='1
a= i, 2, ･･･ m) with estimates

        Pt=L5'lix""',£N..i6Ai, 1'w'=Lilir',E.i.!6AiS2j', Pifa=:rk""',ii.l.,62itiAJ'fiRic,

which are Pt, Pij, Pijic･･･.

    But

             1 (In case that the individual 2 reacts to Yes on ri)

        6,,= (2:1,2,-･･N]i-ww1,2,･･･fe)

             O (In case that the iRdividual 2 reacts to No on ri)

The analysis of this survey, with two classes and three attributes analyzed is as

follows.

    Models

        Zva=1, Pi=Evazs, Pij--ZvaTs･T3, Pijte:Z]varr3･n3Tz
        a,'1 a,..1 a=.'1 a==1            (i¥j#k) (i,j',fe==1,2,3)

Matrices lli, 17b, M; d3, P, P* are given as follows.

        1]ll=(l' .Z,il, 17h==[11' :'i], M=[:i .:], d3=[,"-`5 .Z,]
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       p-[E), ihi:,], p*-=[A- ft-,]

Thus, the solution o= (Zl) of proper equation det (P-eP*) =o is defined as A3 rm [9i oO,l.

And then the parameters can be estimated at 172 ==E,X'i, lli=E,Y"i, Mrm ll{-iP*llii

by using the matrix X with vectors x' and x2 (xi is a solution of (P-0iP*) xi=O,

and x2, (P-02P*) x2 =O), the matrix Y that with vectors yi and y2 (yi is a solution

of (Pt-oiP*t) yi =o, and y2, (P`-02P*`) y2 =O), the matrices E, and E,, that have

the reciprocals ef the first lines as the opposite components.

    Next, in regard to the samples of farming housebold, we need 262 houses at

Otofuke, 68 houses at Sarabetsu, and 122 houses at Shimizu according to the

samp}ing theory with 90% of trust and 3% of error area. And the valid samples

are collected from 369 houses at Otofuke, 88 houses at Sarabetsu, and 141 houses

at Shimizu. These numbers are sufllcient and aye about one-third of all farrr}houses.

    The main results of the simple counting aye as follows. In Table i, many

farmhouses have from 1 to 20 breeding livestock and also have from 41 to 60. In

Tab}e 2, many faymhouses have from 21ha. to 40 ha. of cul£ivated acreage.
    In regard to age, in Table 3, the number of householders under 29 years old

is small, but each age of the rest shows the average number. In regard to school

career, many householders have low reguiar school careers. In regard to the

reasons of introduction or non-introduction of the solar system in Figure 2, the

more economical the solar systern becomes as energy price rises, the higher the

  'lrable l. Number of breeding livestocl< Table 3. Age
   N.'Y.M,B,E.R..O.F 'i/,o.N"/ltLsBgE.tE,-l/(%> ........AGE llN.".M.B.E.R.O,S,..(%)

'nv"''"' 6"'""""""1''''ib'a'"''I'4S.I" '-''-2g'' 'i'''"2s'' l･"'4' Is'''

       lmlo I go ls.1 3o-3g li 133 li･23.o
      11-2e l･ 38 i6A ilO-49 ii 182 i'31.4
      21-3o l 2o 3.3 so-sg l 171 l･2g.s
      :IIg: I g; Igls ..............s.g.:...............L.........s..{..........1......}.1..,,f....

      sl-6o l 37 l6.2
      61-70 I 23 ii 3.s Table4･Schoolcareer
      glJ.80 I l9 II}IZ cAREER N,U.M.B.E.R.E3F'li(%)

         ･--- ''' '''' ' ""'' ' 'IIJiwwW"E'i"1'Il"I'Q'E'lll'R""""l'""""'g"i'i""""""1""'6"E:l-ww

      Table2.Cuitivateclacreage MIDDLECAREERI, 177i30.1
   'AcRAGE(h..) I/oill]UHMoButsRE-l/(%) .."...l.G.../t.l...9...{.}..I.l..l..B........g...........g..{...........I......s..;.ft.....

                ] ,!.Jl...O...L.l')E..g.S......j...                                       LOW CAR}L'ER: EIementary school.
   '{l]'N'i5EI"2o'""''I 24s l"'l"il'g"' New-systemedjuniorhighschool.
         21-4e l 2ss li42.6 MIDDLECAREER:Oldsystemedjunior
         41-8e i/ 22 l'3.7 highschool･MiscellaneousschooL
    ovER..,ep.....I.. z3...,...I...}2,,{,... "iGg{l,g.",.RE,E..R,6,9gfiu$,Y.S.teM.e."./i.Eii

   tttttttttt ttt t
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introduction rate becomes, and the more important the economical reasofi, and the

weaker the reason of non-introduction because of troubiesomeness and also the

unknown reason.
    Concerning the xeason for the intyoduction of the utilization of waste materials,

and that for the non-introduction, as in Figure 3, the more economical the utiliza-
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tion system becomes as eRergy price rlses, the higher the introduction rate becomes

though it is not so high as that of solar system, and the higher the economical

reason becomes, and the weaker the unknown reason.

    The result of cross counting shows nothing noticeable, but there is a tendency

thae the farmers with higher school careers prefer using soft energy.

    Next, the resuit of latent class analysis with the analysis of friendliness con-

cerning soft energy in each town and vlllage is as follows. As regards public

opinion on the solar system, the aflirmative percentage is 80% at Otofuke, 83%

at Shimizu, and 73% at Sarabetsu. As regards public opinion oR the practice of

energy conservation, the afEirmative percentage is 82% at Otofuke, 88% at Shimizu,

and 94% at Sarabetsu.

    According to Figure 4, which represents public opinion, classified by age, on

the solar system, the introduction rate shows high percentage on the whole, though

it shows low percentage in residents over 60 years old. This is the same in the

case of utilizatioR of waste materiais as is indicated in Figure 5.

    According to Figure 6, which xepyesents public opinioR, by school careers, on

the solar system, the higher school career becomes, the higher the introduction

rate becomes. This is the same ln the case of the utilization of waste materials

as is indicated ln Figure 7.

    As regards public opinion, classified by cultivated acreage, on the so!ar system,

as shown in Figure 8, there is no great difference in cultivated acreage. In regard

to the utilization of waste materials, faymers wlth more than 41-ha. arable land

have more positive attitude as shown in Figure 9.

               ISk g85gs<2o-3g)
               21va st 7996 (40-49)
               1896 82tt (50-59)
          31g, 69Z (60-)
              Figure 4. Residents' opinions on the solar system by age.

               4oig 60& <20-39)            4sg. ec52go (4o-4g)
             43ig S7P6 (50-59>           58egewx-m=== 42g(60->
             Figure 5. Residents' opinlons on utilization of waste materials.

                                             779.･ (LOW CAREER)        23q.
                                                 84"o' <M:DDLE CAREER)           16te

              148 78ig (HIGH CAREER)
           Figure 6. Residents' opinions on the solar system by school career.

                                           50ig (LOW CAREER)
     50 ei

             33ig 67ig (MXDDLE CAREER)
        38Z 62rg<HIGH CAREER)
      Figure 7. Residents' opinions on utilization of waste materials by school careei.
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                                                     s2z (o-2oha)              18 q.                                                    79ig (21-40ha)             21%

             22gs 78ig (42ha-)
         Figure 8. Residents' opinions on the solar system by cultivated acreage.

         47g6 538 (O-20ha)           46% 54ig (22-40ha)              37eg 63ig C41ha-)
    Figure 9. Residents' opinions on utilization of waste materials by cultivated acreage.

    The above-mentioned analysis shows that public opinion on the solar system,

the utllization of waste materials and energy conservation have almost the same

tendency in two towns and one village, and the farmers' opinions in these regions

are said to be nearly the same. The opinions on the solar system are very afflrma-

tive. Those on the utilization of waste materials are not so a£flrmative as that of
the solar system. This is because the system of utilizing waste materials is not

marketed so wiclely as the solar system and the system ls difficult to operate. But

the majority of the residents belong to the class favorable to the system and more

res2dents will have athrmative attitude, if practical use of waste materials is pro-

moted and the operation becomes easy in the future.

4. The IRtreduetion ef the Soft Energy Introduction Rate Based on
    the S"rvey of Public Opinion

    The soft energy introduction rate of the soft energy su.pply sectors in the

regional eRergy models is considered as follows. First, we cempare eBergy costs

per 1000 kcal estimated by the household energy demand sector, with the price of

the soft energy system and soft energy costs per 1000 kcal calculated on the basis

of the energy generated by the soft energy system of each region, and then we

set up the year in which both energy costs per 1000 kcal will rise to the same

level and the year in which soft energy costs per 1000 kcal will be twlce as economi-

cal as in 1980.

    Next, farmers who are favorable to soft energy and have an will to introduce

it are se}ected from the result of the latent class analysis, given in 3, on soft

energy in each town and village and are regarded as those who introduce seft

energy in the same situation.

    Moreover, since the costs of heating by means of the solar system are much

higher than those of hot water supply, the farmers with moye than 21-ha. arab}e

land of a medium scale are regarded as those who introduce the solar system.

With regard to the utilization of waste materials, only the farmers with plenty of

waste materials-in case that they have more than 20 head of cattle in terms of

cows-are regarded as those who introduce the utilization.

    On these conditions we set up the introduction rate at each stage. The period

from the year set up to the time when the farmeres iRtroduce the system depends

on the delay of exponential functions. Since the utilizatlon of waste materials is
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still developing, we suppose that the supply of soft energy by utilizing waste ma-

terials will start in 1990.

    In respect to the basic unit of the amount used, we suppose that potentiality

of the energy conservation is high among the farmexs who are well disposed toward

the energy conservation and who have experienced it, we set up the case that the

basic unit of the amount used will rise after 1980.

    As the result, we have the analysis with eight scenarios as showR in Figure 10.

5. The Results of the Analysis

    The estimation of energy components ln each town and village in 1990 is
shown in Figure 11. The household energy accounts for 42.8% of the whold
amount of energy used at Otofuke, 29.8% at Shimizu and 37.5% at Sarabetsu.

These rates stM represent high figures. As regards the amount of the household

energy used at each house, it is estimated that the amount in 1990 will be 1.37

times as great as in 1980, 1.45 times at Shimizu ancl 1.41 times at Sarabetsu. If

shown in terms of money, it is estimated that the expenditure in 1980 will be

                                                                    < ig )

                                                                          etc.
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Figure 11. The distribution ratio of the regional energy in 1990.
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2.52 times as much as iR 1990 at Otofuke, 2.77 times at Shimizu, and 2.72 times

at Sarabetsu. In case that the costs of energy in 1990 will rise twice as hlgh as

ln 1980, it is estimated that the costs will be 3.83 times as great as in 1980 at

Otofuke, 4.26 times at Shlmizu and 4.19 times at Sarabetsu.

    As regards the lnfluence of soft energy introduced by farmers' will upon the

household energy of the whole town or village, it is estimated that the reductien

rate of the houseltold energy at Otofuke in 1990 will show an increase of 2.2%,

in case that the energy costs maiRtain the pxesent rlsing rate and with the require-

ments set on the utilizers, and 2.4% ln case that the rislng rate of the energy

costs is twice, 11.0% and 12.3% respectively at Skimizu and 26.5% and 27.0%
respectiveiy at Sarabetsu.

    Next, the infiuence of soft energy introduced by farmers and of the energy

conservation upon the household energy of the whole farmhouses is as follows.

The ELt71?ct of ,introduction of Sq17 Energy

    If the present rising rate of energy costs will be maintained till 1990, the

reduction of (Ron-soft) energy demand can be estimated as foliows. The reduction

rate is 41.0% without the requirements set on the utilizers of soft energy and 21.5%

with those requirements at Otofuke, 57% and 38.1% at Shimizu, 59,6% and 32.3%

at Sarabetsu. If the present rlslng rate of energy costs will become twice as high,

the rate is 43.9% and 21.5% 74.4% and 40.9%, 60.9% and 32.3%
    The costs can be estimated as follows. If the present rising rate of energy

costs wil} be maintained till 1990, the utilizer's expenditure for energy wili show

28.7% increase without the requirements set oR the utilizers of soft energy and

5.2% increase with the equirements at Otoful<e, 30.2% increase and 12.8% increase

at Shimizu, 14.8% lncrease and 1.9% decrease at Sarabetsu. If the present rising

rate of energy costs will become twice as high, the utilizers' expenditures for

eRergy will show 1.3% increase and 6.8% decrease, 14.7% decrease and 12.7%
decrease, aRd 13.5% decxease and 14.4% decrease.

7'he i7z,flztence given by maintaining the basic ztnit of consumption in Z980,

and by practicing ene7 gy conservation

    At Otofuke, it is estimated that the reduction rate of both energy demand and

energy cost in 1990 is 20.9%. It is estimated tha£ they will be reduced at the
rate of 25.2% at Shlmizu, and 25.4% at Sarabetsu.

The in,f7ue7ice given by maintai7iing the basic unit of coiisumption i" 1980,

and by i7itroduci7rg s(U7 e7iei:gy

    If the present rising rate of eneygy costs will be maintained till 1990, the

reduction of (the non-soft) energy demand can be estimated as follows. The reduc-

tion rate is 61.9% without the requirements set oR the utilizers and 42.4% with

the requirements at Otoful<e, 8I.4% and 63.4% at Shimizu, 84.1 and 57.7% at

Sarabetsu. And if the present rising xate of energy costs will become twice as

high, the reductlon rate is 64.7% without the requirements at Otofuke, 81.4%

and 66.3% as Shimizu, 84.I% and 67.7% at Sarabetsu.
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    If the present risiRg rate of energy costs will be maintained till 1990, the

utilizers' expenditures for energy can be estimated as follows. It is estimated that

the increase of expenditure will be 7.8% without requirements at Otofuke, 5.0%

at Shimizu. It is estimated that the decrease of Expenditure will be 15,5% with

requirements at Otofuke, 12.4% at Shimlzu. And if the present rising rate of

energy costs vL'ill become twice as high, it is estimated that the decrease of ex-

penditures will be 19.6% without requirements aRd 27.7% with requiremeRts at

Otofuke, 39.9% and 37.9% at Shimizu.
    If the present rising rate of energy costs is maintained till 1990, it is estimated

that the expenditure will be reduced at the rate of 10.6% without the requiremeRts

set on utilizers of soft energy, and 2.73% with requirements set on utilizers of soft

energy, and 2.73% with the requirements. If the present rising rate of energy

costs' becomes twice as high, lt is estimated that the expenditure will be reduced

at the rate of 38.9% without the requirements set on utilizers and 39.8% with

the r,equirements.

    Thus, it is estimated that the amouRt of the household energy used at one

house in these regions in 1990 will be 1.3-1.4 times as great as in 1980. It is also

estimated that the expenditure will increase 2.5-2.8 times as high, if the rising rate

of energy costs is maintained and that 3.8-4.3 times, if the present rising rate of

costs becomes twice as high. Under these circumstances, the expenditure for

household energy will be much greater in the futuye. In these regions, the pro-

portion of household energy to the total energy wlll be very great and the impor-

tance of household energy will not change here in the futuye.

    As regards the infiuence of the farmers' will to introduce soft energy into the

whole regions, their will is refiected in energy utilization of the whole regions,

especlally in the pure farming regions such as Sarabetsu. This indlcates the pro-

mising utilizatioR of soft energy in the pure farming area where the residents are

under the favorable conditions in making use of soft energy.

    Next, the influence of the introduction of soft energy and energy coRservation

into household eRe:gy of the whole farmhouses is as follows.

    As regards the lnfiuence of the introduction of soft energy for home use, some

places will show that the reduction rate of household energy of the whole farm-

houses is over 50% with the present rising rate of energy costs. On the other

hand, the introduction of soft energy causes the farmers to bear more expenses

than before. If the present rising rate of energy costs becemes swice as high,

some places will show that the reduction rate of household energy of the whole

farmhouses is over 70% and so, in regard to the costs, the farmers' conditions

will be favorable in 1990.

6. Conelution

    It is clear that the reduction rate of household energy will be over 80% under

the influence of introducing soft energy and the expenses will be smaller, with the

present rising rate of energy costs, when the farmers have high possibility of
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